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ask: What is it in ( a d by) itself? What is *r n a t m ?"

-- Marruv Atcre1iu.v (121 lo 180 AD)
1.1. Introduction

The Alnlospheric Boundary hyer (ABL) is the part of the atmosphere where the direct
effect of the Earth's surface is noticeable. Frequently, the term planemy boundary layer (PBL)is
used synonymously (Gurratt, IY9I; Arya, 2001). According to Shill (IYIIEI), ABL defined as "the
part of the troposphere that is directly influcnccd by the prcscncc of thc Fmh's S W ~ C C
and,
responds to surface forcings with a timc scalc of about an hour or less". Thc surface forcings
(energy balance at the surface, frictional drag, terrain induced flow modifications, etc.) IUO not
the samk around the globe. Therefore, the ABL depthheight is quitc variable in both space and
time because of the variability in thc following factors.
1. Geography (low-latitude, mid-latitude poles, continental, marine, etc.)

2. Surface (land, ocean, soil type, soil moisture, etc.)
3. Dynamics (large-scale vertical motion and horizontal advcction of hcat and moislue) and

4. Biological (forest, agricultural, desert etc.)
The knowledge of ABL and atmospheric state variables (temperature (0,humidity (q),
wind speed and direction) within thc ABL is highly tsscntial for fundamental and applid m w c h
in meteorology and improving weather forecasts. The ABL is the source region for most of the
weather phenomena, such as fronts, cyclones, and thundcrsbrms !hat greatly affcct human
activities. It plays a vital role in the exchange of heat, momentum, moisture and natural (c,g.,
Carbon dioxide (COz) and other greenhouse gases) and anthropogcnic (e.g, p o l l u ~ emission)
l
contaminants from the Earth's surface to the frac alrnospherc above the ABL. Therefore, its
location as a buffer region between the biosphere and free troposphere makes this layer very
relevant to air quality issues and to the global climalc problem. Morcaver, it is the region when we
live and almost all interactions between the atmosphere and us take place. The processes within the
ABL influen@the human life directly and indirectly via its ifIflIIt3~~
on the rest of the weather.
1.2. Transport processes in tbe boundary layer

Given the importance of boundary layer in weather lad climate research and in ow life, it
is vital to undentand the flows and transport prOCtsXS of heat, momentum, moisture and matter

within the ABL. Atmospheric flows and changes in the ABL are, mainly, due to changes in I)
the mean wind, 2) turbulence and 3) waves. Each can exist in the boundary layer wparatcly or in
the presence of any other. Transport quantities such as fluxes of hat, moisture, momentum and
energy are dominated in the horizontal by the mean wind and in the verlical by turbulance.
Turbulence is a key process in the ABL. Turbulent flow consists of chaotic motions
(eddies) of different sizes superimposed on each other. Eddies exist in d i f f m t s i m ,
continuously cascading from large-scale to small-scalc and finally dissipate as heat due to
viscosity. Turbulence is more effective in transporting quan~i~ics
than molecular dihivity.
Molecular diffisivity is effective only in lower few centimeters of the troposphere. Through
efticient diffusion of air pollutants released near the ground, atmospheric turbulence prevents the
fatal poisoning of life on Earth. Turbulent conimunication bctwccn thc surface and the air above
it is quite rapid, that allows the boundary layer to respond to changing surface forcings.

Turhlence is a response to the instabilities in the flow then tends to raduce these instabilitiw.
Turbulence is homogeneous, when it is statistically the same at every point of the turbulent flow.
Many ABL flows are considered to be highly turbulent. Turbulent Kinetic Energy (W)is a
measure of the intensity of turbulence. The turbulence in ABL is generated, mainly, by two
processes.
1. Convective or Thermal Turbulence: This process occurs during daytime only, The

solar heating of the ground during a sunny day causcs thcrmals (-1-2 km)andlor Plumes
(-100 m). The plumes rise and expand adiabatically until a thermodynanlic aquilibrium is
reached at the top of the atmospheric boundary layer.
2. Mechanical.Turbulence: Frictional drag on the air flowing over the ground develops

wind shear near the Earth's surface, which often becomes turbulent. But there may also
be wind shear due to baroclinicity and meso-scalc processes such as aea breezes. Also,
obstacles like trees and buildings deflect the flow causing turbulence.
Sometimes one process dominates the other and it depends on the stability of the
atmosphere. The ABL is said to be unstable whenever the surf= is w a r n than the air, such as
dwing r sunny &y with light winds ova the I d , or when cold air is advstod over a wnrtncr
water surface. In such conditions, i.e., when buoyant convection dominaw, the ABL is said to
be in a stab ofpee convection. The boundary laya is said to be slable when the guf&c is cpl&

than the air, such as during a clear night ovcr land, or when warm air is advccted over colder
water surface. The boundary layer is said to bc neutral during windy and ovtxcast conditions. In
those conditions, i.e., when mechanical process dominutes, the boundary layer is said to be in a
statc ofjorced convection. To sunin~arizc,during night-tinrc thc amount of TKF,results h m a
competition between wind shear, which tends to produce turbulence, and buoyancy, which tends

to suppress turbulence. During daylime both processes cvooprlrrlrin pmducing ntrbulence.
Thc energy of turbulent txkly follows thc Kolmoprvv cncrgy sp~hurn,which can be
described as the dissipation of mcwhanical to intomal cncryy. It cxcurs by dimt w& of
turbulence through a series of Fourier modes of the velocity field in which large-scale eddies
subdivide into small-scale turbulent eddies until they disnppr by mans of heat dissipation
through molecular viscosity (Figurc 1.1). In ~ h cbuoyancy sublwyc it., rhc cnuryy input region,
buoyancy or gravitation is the restoring force for the adiabatic displaccmcnt of Lhc air parccls in Lhc
vcrticil. This cncrgy cascading starts at thc outcr scalc wiivc numbcr with an cddy sisc of thc odcr
of outcr scalc length 4, i.c., thc sizc of thc larycst turbulent cddy of thc incrtial runyc and continues
until those eddies dissipates to the inner scale length lo, a transition scalc hetween the inertial and
the viscous ranges, creating smaller and smaller structures which prcwiuces u hiernwhy of eddies.
Encrgy loss is significant in thc cncrgy dissipation rcgion. Thus, all thc cncrgy is transmitted to b
viscous sub-rangc through incrtial sub-rangc without any sipnificllnt loss.

'lameddlee
(-2 km)

medlm eddies
(- 100 m)

amall eddlr
(-1 cm)

Figure 1.1: The .spectrunt ofturbulence kincric e1teI;YY. Produc*tionof TKE is at thc large-scab.
TKE cascades rhrouglr ntedium-size eddies lo be dissipaled by molecular ~bcosityat the smalleddy scale. (Source: Wallace and Hobhs, 20flW
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1.3. Diurnal evolu~odstructureof the ABL

The boundary layer height (BLH) is highly vnriablc in time and space, ranging from a
few hundreds of meters in statically stable situations. to several km in convwtivc conditions ovcr
deserts. Over land surfaecs, the RLll is rclativcly high and shows strong diurnal cycle. In high
pressure regions, the boundary layer has n well-mixed and well-defined sm~cturethat evolves
with the diurnal cycle. The analysis of the ABL structure is not usually that straightforward in
the case of low pressure. The cloud prcscncc in low-prcssurc regions mlikcs identification of

BLH difficult. Over the occan, due to high thcrmal capncity of thc water body, thc s u r f w fluxes
and the evolution of the Marine ABL (MABL) depend olr several factors: mainly the gwymphrc
location (open-ocean, coastal waters, cnclosed scns) imd the synoptic conditions, Therefore the
boundary layer thickness varies relatively slowly in spi~ccand lime. Mosl changcv in ABL ovcr
tlic oceans arc caused by synoptic and mcso-scalo proccssa of vcrtical molion and advrction of
different air niasscs ovcr thc sea surfacc.
Thc gcncral structure of thc atmospheric boundary laycr (luring fiir wathcr conditions
ovcr thc land is shown in Fiyurc 1.2.
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The three major layers of ABL are,
Unstable mixed layer (ML).
Stable stratified nocturnal boundary layer (SBL).
r

Neutral residual layer (RL).

and other minor layers are,
r

Surface layer (St)or constant flux layer (CFL).
Micro layer or interfacial layer

r Entrainment zone (EZ)

Transition zone or transition boundary layer (TBL).
1.3.1. Surface laycr

The Surjbce layer is thc region at the bottom of thc ABL, covering 5-10% of ABL, whcrc
turbulent fluxes of heat, momentum and moisturc are nearly constant (docs not vary by more
than 10% of their magnitude at the surface, regardless of whether it is part of a mixed laycr or
stable boundary layer). This layer extends from the Earth's surface to typically -30-100 m in the
tropics. Tlie SL is characterized by a super.adiabatic lapse rate in temperature, moisture d e e m
with height, and strong wind shear (wind speed generally increases logarithmically with altitude
in this layer) (see Figure 1.3). The Coriolis effect is small and is usually ignored. In other words,
it can be identified by strong gradients in meteorological pammeters. The unstable surface layer
consists of small-scale structures, such as buoyant vertical plumes, convergence linw, sheets of
rising air, and dust devils. A thin layer called a micro-layer or iniefaclal layer hss been
identified in the lowest few centimeters of air, w h m molecular transport dominab over the
turbulent transport.
1.3.2. Mixed layer

The mixed layer constitutes the major part (heart) of the ABL, It is charnctctjzed by
intense vertical mixing, which makes potential temperature and humidity to be nearly constant
with height. The other tracers like aerosols and trace gases also remain constant with altitude in
this layer, Mixing can be generated m e c h i a l l y by s h m ( f o r d convection), or umvdvely
by buoyancy (fnc convection). Buoyantly g e ~ n t o dML's tend to k man unifnmly mixed than
mechanical o m , because the anisotropy in convcclion favor9 ~txticalmotions, while anisotropy
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in shear favors horizontal motions. A mixcd laycr dorninalled by buoyant hubulcl~eis called a
convectilv boundary layer (CBL) or con~whlemid lo~vr,
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Fig11r~1.3: From 141 lo rig/11, UII i//t~.vtrulio/t(4vcrlicul pru/ilo,v (!/' t(#rnpi#rilluri*,
polc*nliu/
tumnptraturv, spn.rj?r Itrmtidihl rtrrd utitd sprc~dit1 tlrz ABl, drtri~r~
rlujl timt) (top punc*ls) and
durirlg rrighr /inre (ho~tontpurrols) (Sourcr: W u l l ( ~rirrrl
r ~ Ilohh.~,2006).

The CRL, also called daytime ARL, exists during sunrise to sunset. When cloudr we
prcsc~ltin thc mixcd laycr, it is hrthcr subdivided inlo a C'lottd 14va. md n Suhcloud laycr. On
initially cloud-frcc days, howcver, mixcd laycr growth is rclntcd b solar hcating of the ground.
Starting about 30 minutcs aftcr thc sunrisc, a turbulcnt MI. bcyins lo grow in dcpth and rcachcs
its maximum dcpth in the latc afternoon. Evcn though cunvcction is thc dominant mechanism
within the ML, usually wind shear across the top of the ML also contributes to the Nrhulence
generation. CBL is characterized by intense mixing in a statically unstable situation where
thermals of warm air rise from thc ground. Thc turbulcncc tcnds to mix hcat, moisture, and
momentum uniformly in the vertical. A typical daily cvolulion of lhc CBL over the land with
continental climate on a clear sunny day (Seihe~tet al., 1994 is described below.
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1. S w i n g with the breakup of the nocturnal inversion in the momin1 a shallow CBL is

formed near Ihe ground. It grows gradually until the nwlurnal inversion hrrs bean
completely eroded.

2. It is followed by a fairly rapid growth of thc CRL through the slillh~lystablc rcsidul
layer up to a level of the capping inversion from the prtviouq day.
3. Thereafter the growth of the mixed layer is reduced a it penetrates into the stable

stratitied frcc atmosphere. At this stage largc-sculc vcrticul air motions (subuidcncc) that
evcn might dominate ovcr the pcnclrution process and ausiny thc mixcd laycr lo
decrease, can have a considerable influence on the evolution of the n\ixcd.layer,

4. Eventually the thermally driven turbulence and vertical mixing decays, which is followed
'

by the formation of a shallow slablc laycr ncar thc groii~rd,which converts thc CBL into
the clcvatcd rcsidual laycr for lhc lbllowing day.

Figwe 1.4: Gwwrh phase of

shullon~c~ortvc~cliort
airhin houndtry I(~vor6$o~trcu:Wallace and

Hohhs, 2006).
13.3. Stable boundary layer

Stable Boundary Layer or Nocturnal hundery layer (SBL or NBL) fom whenever
underlying swfaces are colder than the air above it and is usually exists from sunset a sunrise. It
can also be formed by the advection of warmer air over a coola surface or during mid- and highlatitude winters. This is characterized by statically s~ablcair wilh wcllkcr, sporadic turbulcncc.
The sporadic nature of turbulence allows t h ~uppn poflions of the boundary layn to dmuple
from surface forcings (Slull, 19dd).
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The structure of the SBL is mainly determined by two ex~ernulforcings: the wind sped
and the net long-wave cooling of the surface. The latter depends mainly on the cloudiness. The
most stable boundary layer occurs when weak wind prevails on a clear sky night. In this case, the
SBL consists of only a shallow layer, which is characterized by a strong inversion. While the
strong wind and shear induces turbulence, presence of clouds ducts thc radiative loss to space,
both these processes makes the SBL weakly stratified. In a stably stratified atmosphere the
negative buoyancy acts as a sink for the turbulent kinetic encrgy and a scnsitivo balance exists
between production and destruction of turbulence. The gcncral lcvcl of turbulence is low; other
effects such as gravity waves, advection and subsidcncc lnay also influence thc slnrctun,

SBL winds can have very complex characteristics. In lowest f c metcts,
~
wind direction
is determined by the local topography; wind sped often bcconrcs light or calnl and is govmcd
by buoyancy, friction and cntrainn~cnt.l v winds aloft may accclcratc to supcr gcosb-ophic
speeds, i.e. wind speed can increase with height, reaching a maximum near thc top of the stable
layer, called as the low level jet or nocttrrnal jet (LLJ). Thc statically stablc air tends to suppress
turbulence, while developing nocturnal jet tend to generate turbulcncc. As a result, turbulence
sometimes occurs in relatively short periods that can cause mixing h u g h o u t the SBL.It has a
poorly defined top that smoothly blends into the RL above and its height measured as the height
where turbulence intensity is a small fraction of its surface value.

1.3.4. Residual layer

Between the SBL and the free atmosphcrc (FA), a neulrally stratified layer exists, The
residual layer is the left-over of CBL, and 118s all the propetlies of the recently decayed CBL.
The RL appear from about 30 min, before the sunset, i.e., at the time of cessation of h e
buoyantly active thermals, allowing turbulcncc to decay in the formerly well mixed layer,
resulting a layer of air called the Residual laycr with an initial mean state end concentfation of
variables same as those observed in recently decayed CBL. The RL is neutrally stratified, i.e.,
newly

turbulent intensity in all directions. This layer mostly exists for a while in

(he

morning before being entraining into the new CBL. Thc rcsidual layor don not have dim&
contact with the ground. Passive tnlccrs dispersed into thc daylime mixed layer will m a i n aloft
in the RL during night.

1.3.5. Entrainment zone

The entrainment zone (EZ)is the region of statically stable air at Ihc lop of the ML
where entrainment of free tropospheric air downward and overshooling thermals upward
coexists. The thickness of EZ can become wide, covering about 10-30s of thc depth of the ML.
The top of the entrainment zone is defined as Ihe higtrest altitude hat a thcnnal can m h . The
bottom is more difficult to define, because there is no sharp boundary. The bottom is usually
taken as that altitude where about 5 to 10% of the air on a horizontal plane has frac troposphm
characteristics. An alternative definition of thc Fj! is that ngion whcrc tho buoyancy flux is
negative. Large temperature gradients arc seen across the ML top (within EZ),because thcrmalr
will not penetrate as far and entrainment will be slow. 111fact, thc EZ is ofle~rcalled the capping
inversion, during the day it acts as a lid damping out vertical motions,
1.3.6. Transition zonehundary layer

The ABL shows a marked diurnal cycle, during the day, with fair weather conditions, a
convective boundary layer exists. In contrast, during the night, a stablc boundary laycr appears,
The evolution from a convective boundary laycr to a stable boundary laycr and vice versa
happens through two transitional processes (see Figure 1.2). Thc formcr transition is defined as
afternoon transition (AT); which is initialed whm thc surface sensible heat flux bccomes
negative. The later transition represented as morning transition (MT) is initiated when the surface
sensible heat flux becomes positive and a shallow entraining ML grows into the surface
inversion. These transitional boundary layers a n ubiquitous in nature. The AT is not an
instantaneous process, takes several minutes to few hours and involves balanced interplay of

weak forcings including the radiation and entrainment. Scveral intriguing processes occur during
the AT. The major characterislics of AT are ~ro@cssive shutdown of surface heating
stabilization closer to the Earth's surface and transition from thermal turbulence to dynamical
turbulence. Further, AT plays a key role in several weather phenomena, such as fog formation,
small-scale frost forecast, air quality issues, transport and d i h i o n of trace constituents and
wind energ production. During the AT. the r jump is o h large enough to awe saturation at
the surfaw and largely determines the time when fog will occur. (Fifzjarruld et al,, 198q.
Duriog the AT, temperature variability may determine whcther the surface will cool klow

freezing The transition seen in moisture and tempratua is also expected to happen for other
scalars with surface fluxes.
1.4. Instruments/techniques for probing ABL
Sensors used for ABL measurements fall into two broad categories; in situ sensors that
are mounted on masts, towers, tethered balloons, kytoons, radiosondes and aircrafts and m o t e
sensors, including gound-based instruments, like sound detection and ranging (SODAR), radio
detection and ranging (RADAR wind profiling radars, Dopplcr wcathcr radars), light detection

-

and ranging (LIDAR), radio acoustic sounding system (RASS) (see Cli/kKd el dl., 1994; Em&
et al., 2008), and air-borne sensors (aircraR-mounted and satellite-bawd (global positioning

system radio occultation {GPS RO) and cloud-aerosol lidar and i n f d pathfinder satellite
observation (CALIPSO)).
To investigate the lower part of ABL, sensors mounted on masts, towers a n frequently
used. These towers have ranged in size 5-300 m and support a very compnhensive auitc of
instrumentation. The air-borne in situ measurements madc wit11 kytoons, radiosondes and
aircrafts are generally expensive and they are made either on routine basis (for ex., 24 sondes
per day) or in campaign mode. ABL observations by ren~otesensing techniques have been
increased considerably in the last decade or so. Rcmote sensing of thc ABL variables c~ be
done actively and passively. Active techniqucs iuvolvc transmission of acoustic or
electromagnetic radiation in to the region of interest and measuring the backscattercd fraction
that is returned to the instrument. The return energy is due lo natural or arlificial targets such as
rain, dust, turbulence. In contrast, passive techniqucs involve thc mcasurcmcnt of radiation
n a m l l y emitted from the atmosphere, e.g., as in infrared radiometry, (hound-basad active
remote sensors allow conlinuous sensing of the atmosphere and thereby studying the evolution of
veltical structure of the ABL, but thc constraints on minimum rangc and spatial rmlution limit
their utility for surface layer measurements. Used in combination, howevu, the two types of
sensors provide a complete description of the ABL.
pros of in situ senson arc their higher sensitivity, simplicity and accuracy, w h m
remote sensors scan large voluma, provide overhcad measurements end can operate
continuously. Cons of in sib MIon arc movement of the rnun a platfom by flow ad
sbbiliulion of platform in turbulent flow, On the other hd,m o t e sensors arc mly and
10
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complex in opew~ionmd also arc not able to measun: ccflain ABL parameters. Among remote
sensors, ground-based sodar, radar and lidar are widely popular and am cxtensivcly used in ABL
research. Sodar is a rclativcly simple, not vcry eltpcnsive system &at provides profilc'data with

high Ictnporil and vertical resolution, suitable for ror~tinemonitoring of ABL, One disadvantage
is the limited sounding range (500-IO(W 111). Scnsitivily to cnvimnn~entalnoise and noise

pollution arc additional shortcomings for thc optration of a sodar. Lidar allows the direct
mcasurcmcnts of aerosol and trace gas profiling. but it is not always straight forward, bccausc
thc dctectcd profilcs arc oRcn conbn~inatcdby advectivc transport of aerosols or trace gascs.
Wind-profiltr is rclativcly cxpcnsive and complcx systcni, but provides wind and t u r b u l ~
profiles with good timc and height resolutions.

Satcllitc nlcasurcmcnts have the advantage of bcing nblc to sample metmmlogical
variablcs in inaccessible regions, like occans and forcsts. Rcccntly, satcllitc n~casumcnts,like

GPS RO and CALIPSO are also bcing used to generate global maps of the boundary layer
altitude ( VonEngeln el al., 2005; Ratnum and Brr.tha, 2010; Guo et a/., 201 I; Ao t t al., 2012;
h!cGroth-Spungler and Denning, 2013). Thc variables of grcatcst interest to boundary layer
meteorologists arc BLH, wind speed, tcmpcraturc, humidity, and thc Mulent fluxes of

momentum, heat, mass, and radiant energy. Thc Iargc variety of scnsors that havc been
developed is staggering. Sensordinstruments that have bccn frtquently used to measure the
boundary layer variables in the prcsenl thesis arc listed below.
Temperature : hygroclip, thcrmistor, thcrmo couple, sonic anemometer, radiosonde,

Huniidily

: hygroclip, thin-film capacitor, carbon humidity sensor, radiosonde.

Winds

: wind-profiler, sonic anemometer, cup anemometer, wind vanc, sodar, GPS,

Pressure

:aneroid barometer

Radiation

: pynmomder, prygtometcr.

Rainfall

: tipping bucket rain gauge

BLH

:sodar, wind-profiler, radiosonde.

The working principle and full specifications of thc above senmi are d i w i briefly ia
Chapter 2

1.5. Past investigations on ABL (Literature review)

In last few decades major advances have bccn made in the understanding of PBL physics
through theoretical studies, field campaigns, wind tunnel and tank experiments, numerid
weather models and large eddy and direct nun~cricalsimulations. Extensive rcscarch has been
done on idealized ABL's (in homogeneous and flat t m i n ) and the structure and dynamics of tha
ABL under these conditions is understood well (Garmlt, 1991; Aryrr, 2001; Pena el al., 2014).
Less attention has been paid to complicating factors which influcncc the ABL such as complex
topography. Most practical applications involve complcx surfaces and thcrcfore requirc even
intensive anention. The knowledge of ABL is also lacking concerning the sparial gcncmlizatioa
of mcasurcments (Beyrich, 1997; Rotach, 20061). Moreover, intoractions between such temin
and the overlying atrnosphcre ciln causc different transport and mixing proccsscs, which may
rcsult in a different ABL (Lieman and Alpert, 1991; Kalrhoff el nl., 1998; DeWekker, 2002;
Bianco et a/., 2011; Mcdeiros el a/., 2014). Mostly, thermally induced wind systems influence

the structure of the ABL over complex terrain. The following sub-sections briefly d e w the
studies carried out on characteristics of ABL, in general, variability of the ABL, in particular.
The BLH, a key parameter in air quality control, pollutunt dispersion, scaling laws,

climate studies and weather and forccast models, is interpreted in different ways and estimated
using different tcchniques. The BLH is estimated using surface flues and twbulcnce
measurements and empirical relationships (Garratt, 1982; Kaimal et al., 1982; Hoj.strup el al.,
1997; Liu and Ohtaki, 1997; Tonrhrou et al., 1998; Choi et al., 2011; Btummer et al., 2012),

Radiosondes (hereafter referred to as simply "sonde") provide ABL height informafion o v a a
wide area and are used in operalional BLH determination (Joffre el al., 2001; Seidel ef al. 2010;
Liu and Liang, 2010; Schmid and Niyogi, 2012; Beyrtch and Leps, 2012). The most atraight

forward and widely used method for the determination of BLH is by identifying the large vertical
gradient in virtual potential temperature, humiditylmixing ratio and refractivity (Seibkrf ei al.,
1998). Seidel el al, (2010) compared the retrieval of BLH by seven methods, using temperature

and humidity profiles from 10 years at 505 sonde stations. Six mcrhods are directly compared,
they generally yield B t H estimates that differ by several hundred mclm and arc sensitive to
vertical resolution of sonde data. Sonde BLH is taken as the h e value, although variability may

result from d i f b n t criteria for diffmnt variables. Specific problem occur in the a b l e
( n o c t d ) boundary layer since no universal relationship seems to mist between the profiles of
12

temperature, humidity or wind and turbulcncc parameters. Thc intcrprctation of profiles thus is
not straightforward and several criteria have been used (see Table 1 in Scibect el a/., 1998).
The advances in ground-bad remote sensing instrumcnts made it possible to monitor
thc BLH continuously. The other advantage of these remote soundcrs is that they do not cause
any modification to the investigated flow, which make rhcm valrrablc tools for probing the ABL.
In recent years, remote sensing data fmm sodar (8e)lric.h and Weil, 1993; Bqdch, 1994, 1997;
Bqrich and Gtyning, 1998; Asimakopoulos a dl., 2004; Safirdt, 2 m , lidar (Lammert and
Bossmberg, 2006; Baars et al., 2008; Peanon et a/., 2010; Milroy et al., 2012; GmnadarMunoz cr a/., 2012; Pena ef a/., 2013; Sttmma el a/., 2013; Llra el ol., 2011) and wind

profilerslRASS (Hashiguchi el al., 1995; Bianco and IYilaak, 2002; heo el al., 2003; Bianco el
at., 20flR)have been uscd extensively to dctcct the BLH

fmm conlinuous profilcs of nflcclivity,

turbulent intensity and particlc conccnhtion at diffcrcnt wavclcngd~s.In addition, sevml other

instruments were also uscd to detect the BL14, including microwavc radiometer (Guldner and
Spmtktcch, 2001; Cimini et al., 2013) and Ccilomctcr (Ere.rmaa et al., 2006; Munbl, 2007;
Giuseppe et al., 2011). Satellite remote soundcn, such as GPS RO and CALIPSO,provide a new

opportunity for developing a global BLH dab set (CbnEngeln el a/., 2005; Soko/ovskfy el a/,,
2006; Guo et a/., 2011; Ao el a/., 2012; McGrath-Spngler and Denning, 2013), Models do

retrieve BLH,but they do not predict the BLH directly, rathcr infa from the bulk Richardson
number (Vogelezang and Holtslag, 1996; Baklanov el a/., 201I ) . Scveral intercomparison studia
have been canied out to understand the strengths and limilations of each technique by
considering the BLH obtained by one technique as reference (oflcn sonde-derived BLH is
considered as the reference) (White et a/., 1999; Cohn and Angevlnc, 2000; Emels and SchIfir,
2006; Emeis el a/., 2008; Tsaknakis el al., 2011; tfaefltlin el a/., 2012; Wang et al,, 2012;
Ifaefelin et al., 2012; Complon el al., 2013; Collaud el a/., 2014; Banks el a/,, 2019, For

instance, BLH obtained by sonic anemometer (Conlini et a/,, 2008), profiler (Angcvirte et al.,
1994; Beyrich and Gorsdot$ 1995; GrimsdeN and Angevine, 1998), lidar (Hmnemuth and
Lammert, 2006; Sawyer and Li, 20/3), ccilomctcr (Em& eta/., j o l t ) , lidar and model (GUN,
1981; Korhonen et a/., 2013) arc compared with radiosondcderived BLH.

Several field campaigns 'have been conducted, whmin both in situ and remote sensing
instruments arc extensively uscd to understand ABL characteristicsover the land, ocean and ice.
The campaigns conducted for understanding continental ABL are only reviewed here. Thew

campaigns include the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program (ARM)'s Southern Oreat
Plain (SGP; Stokes and Schwartz. 1994), Cooperative Atmospheric Surface Exchange Study
(CASES-97; LeMone r! nl., 2000), CASES-99 (Pwlos el al., 2002). First International Satellite
Land surface Climatology Project Field Experiments (FlFE; Sellers et a/.. /992), Upper Missouri
River Basin Pilot Project (UMRBPP; Sn~ithand Fanucll, 1997), Verification of the Origins of
Rotation in Tornadoes EXpcriment (VORTEX; Rasmussen el a/., 1994), Biospheru Eflkcts on
Aerosol and Photochemistry EXpcriment (DEARPEX; L'hoi d a/., 2014 and Boundary Lyor
Late Aflemoon and Sunset Turbulence (BLLAST; Lothon el a/., 2014). SGP mcasurcrnents
provide the best data set for studying BLH variations, cspccially diurnal cycle and sersoml
changes, and LLJ's. Observations in both CASES and FIFE were made over plain surfaces under
fair-wcatlier conditions at a high temporal (1-3 h) resolution. Thc CASES campaign b-id to
identify the sources and to quantify the physical characteristics of atmospheric phenomena
during the NBL, including the transition periods. On the other hand, FIFE campaign focused on
the physical processes active in the daytime boundary layer and the relationship between the
surface forcing and spatiotemporal variation in thc stmcturc of thc ABL. UMRBPP campaign
was conducted in a complex terrain to understand die influcncc of topography on ABL.
VORTEX campaign facilitates a comparison of BLli in diffetcnt synoptic conditiom (scvcra and
fair weathcr conditions). The BLLAST campaign emphasizes more on the physical processes
occuning during the transitional periods, primarily during the latc evening transitions, The BLH
over complex, forested terrain is estimated hascd on the power spectra and thc integral length
scale of cross-stream winds obtained from a three-axis sonic anemometer during the two
summers of the BEARPEX experiment. Thc BLH values estimated wilh lhir technique show
very good agreement wilh observations obtain4 from balloon tcthersondcs and nwineondea
under unstable conditions (dL< 0) at the coniferous forest.
Extensive literature is availablc on structure, dynamics of ABL charactttisticrr urd
physical processes associated to the dcvelopmcnt. Thew have been many atmospheric boundary
layer evolution studies using a variety of observations and models (Deardoget al., 1980; Bantu,
1984; Kal~hofleta/., 1998; Angevinc el a/., 1994; Shaw et al.,2005; Conzemius and Fedorwich,
2006; Tombrou et a/., 2007; Blanco el a/., 2011; Haman et al., 2012). Furtha, few mmrchen

studied the role of different dynamiccrl processes on its development. For instance, the role of
entrainment processes (Sorbjan, 1996; Davis et a/,, 1997; Sullivan el a/., 1998; Coruemius and

Furlorovich, 2007; Canut d ul.. 2012). wind shear (Moog und St~l/i\vn,1994; Fcdorovich el a/.,
2001; Pino el al., 2001. 2006: Pino and Vila-Gurrou dc Arellano, ZW),and large-scale

subsidence (Stensmd, 1983; Fwhrsutto et al., 2001; Bla,wurrrras et a/., 2011) on the
development and evolution of the CBL. Other related the ABL processes and the evolution of
ABL to surface condilions (King et al., 2006; Tanaka et a/., 2 0 7 ; Elrdo et al., 2008), soil

moisture (Findell and Eltl~air.2003; Wai and Smith, 1998; U o u c)r a/. 2013), prevailing wind
conditions and circulations (Dm,ekker, 2002; Demko, rt a/., 2010), entrainment fluxes (Beth,
1992; Betts and Ball, 1994; Ban and Belts, 1997) and baroclinicity (Arya and Wynpanl, 197s;
Zhou et al., 1985; Rizza.et al.. 2013). Understanding such variations and deciphering h e swrw

of variations are important for various reasons. Few studies focused on h e impact of ABL on thc
budgets of chemical constitucnts and their diurnal evolution, for ex., on CQ budget (DcArrllano
et al.. 2004; Casso-Torralba el at., 2 W ) , isoprcnc budgct (Ddrellano el a/., 2009), SO2

episodes (Prtenjak et a/., 2009) and air chemistry (Fasfet a/., 2000).
During the night, a shallower stable boundary laycr with less ~urbulcnceintensity exists
near the surface (Nieu~rtadt,1984). Thc shucturc of the NRL and its characteristics (winds,
turbulence) has been studied by several researchers. Thcy include, role of the Richanjson number
(Mauritsenand Svemson, 2007; Ferrero er a/., 2011; Basu et al., 2014, radiative and turbulent
fluxes (Ha and Mahrf, 2003; Garratt, 1981; Fhardr, 2009), surface heterogeneity (Doran et

al., 1995; Uong el a/., 1995; McCabe et ab, 2007; Stoll, 2007; Rcen et al., 2OlI), large-scale

subsidence (Carlson and Stull, 1986; Miwcha and Kosovich, ZOlO), baroclinicity (Kim and
Mahrt 1992) on the structure of NBL. Though NBL is generally stable, occasional bursts of

turbulence has been noted by several researchers and these turbulence epides arc attributed to r
variety of processes, including LW (Banla et a/., 2002, 2003, 2007; Ohya el al., 2008; Yam de
Wiel et al., 2010; Kufsher et a/., 2012), drainage flows (Mahrt cl al., 2001; Soler et al,, 2OO2),

density currents and katabatic flows (Papadopoulos and Helmis, 1999; Manti et a!., 2002:
Shapiro et al., 2012; Sapiro and Fedorovich, 2014), c o h m t structures and d l - d e

motions (Cuxart et a/., 2002), meso-scale motions (Mahrfet a/,, 2007), p i t y w r v a (Ralph el
al,, 1993; Meillier et al., 2008; Sorbjan et al., 2013), solitary waves ( C h m g and t i d e , 1990;
Coleman et a/., 2011), inertial oscillahon and nocturnal jets (Van de Wiel a a!., 2010), The

naturc and source of turbulence depcnds primarily on drc geographical location (coast, hilly
terrain, etc.).
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The ABL experiences two transitional phases on cvery day, morning and evening, and
such transitions are important for various reasons (Angr\Jne: 2008; Lothon el a/., 2011;
IYildmatm et al., 2015 und rejerenca therein). Morning transition (MT) has been the subject of

several earlier studies, for ex., its characteristics (Angrvine el al., 2001; Lapworth, 2006; Bange
et a/., 2006; Angevine, 2008) and the role of diurnal temperature cycle (Kehler, 2014,gravity

waves (Lapworth, 2014) and shear (Beare, 2008) on MT, The relevance of the RL during the MT
has also been studied by {Fochesatto el a/., 2001; Cikrt et al.. 2011). Then is a mewed
interest on aftcmoonlevcning transition for obvious reasons. Several ficld campaigns arc being
conducted to understand the characteristics of AT, using a variety of data sets obtained from in
situ and remote sensing instruments (Mahrt, 1981; Grant, 1997; Acewdo and Filzjarrald, 2001;
Angevine, 2008; Busse and Knupp, 2012; Wingo and Knupp, 22015; Sastrc ct a/., 2015), au-crafl

mcasurcments (Bonin et al., 2013), meso-scalc nlodcl fields (Bmel ct a/., 2005; Bean et dl.,
2006; Edwards d ul., 2006; Sorbjan, 2007; Nudeau ct dl., 2011), cornbination of instruments

and modcls (Sasrre et a/.,2012).

In literature, Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX;
Holland et al., 1970) was the first international boundary layer experiment conducted during

May to July 1969, in which all surface and ABL parameters including air sca fluxes arc
characterized. Atlantic Trade wind Experiment (ATEX; Dunckel rt a/., 1971) was alao
conducted in 1969 to study the development of thc ABL in the trade wind region. Venzulcsn
International Meteorology and Hydrology Experiment (VIMHEX)was conducted during MaySeptember 1972 at Camsal, Venemla to study the boundary l a p charactcristicrr with rrtroq
emphasis on hydrological features. Air Mass Transformation Experiment (AMTEX; Lenschow
et al., 1976) was another large-scale experiment conducted during 1974-1975 in Japan. It war

found that the fluxes needed to understand in tenns of co-spectra and the addy ptocemrr, and a
coupling becamc apparent among s u a c c waves, fluxes, and turbulent eddies at the scrla of the
boundary layer. Two experimenls conductcd almost 20 years ago were remained as miltlllolltl in
ABL research; 1) the Kanas experiment, which saw the first systemalic application of towerbased sonic anemometry and 2) the Minnesota experiment, in which a rtring of turbulence
probes were attached to the tethering cable of a balloon. Both provided a framework for
describing the stmcture and turbulence in the ABL (Kaimal and Wpgaard, 1990). At Cabww,
Netherland, 213 m tower obsmations wm wed to UndtrsMd the StIWlJre of SBL, invCfSion
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rise and early morning cntrainmcnt and dependence of sound wave propagation on ABL
structure (Ulden and Wieringa, 1996). Stull and Elo~nto.(1983) combined m o t e
surface observations, balloon platforms and aircrafl measurements made in Boundary Layer
experiment (BLX-83) experiment to study thc kinematics at thc top of the daytime CBL,
entrainment zone and relationship between individual thmals. Phoenix I (Gal-Clten and
Kropfli, 1984) and Phoenix 11 (Kairnal and Gqvnor, 1983; Schncidcr and Lilly, 1999)campaigns

conducted at Boulder, Colorado during September 1978 and May-July 1984, rcspactivcly,
focused on the diurnal evolution of ARL. A fcw campaigns focused on thc evolution of ABL in
different fonst canopies, for ex., Amazon Boundary Layer Experiment (ABLE) in Amazon
forest (Hamiss el al., 1987) and Understanding Severe Thunderstorms and Albcrta Boundary
Layer Experiment (UNSTABLE; Taylor et al., 2011) in Albcrtn. From late morning through
early afternoon, the ABL over the cropped arca rcmaincd coolcr, morc moist, and shallower than
the ABL over the forest.
Significant interest in the structure and propertics of thc NBL rcsultcd in a number of
field programs/expcriments such as Stable Atmospheric Boundary h y c t Expcrimcnt in Spain
(SABLES-98; Curart et a/., 2000), CASES-99 (Poulos el al., 2002), SABLES 2006 (Vlrna el
al., 2007; Yague el al., 2007), Global Energy Water cycle EXperimcnt (GEWEX) Atmospheric

Boundary Layer Study (GABLS) series (GABLSI (Holtslagel al., 2006), OABLS2 (Svcwson el
al., 2014, GABLS3 (Bos\leld el al., 2014)), Wavc-turbulence INtcractions in thc stAble

Boundary Layer (WINABL; Nappo el al., 2014), STAble Boundary layer cXpcrimcnt (STABX;
Manvan Katurji, 2015). The wholc objective of thtst campaigns arc to undmtand the horizontd

and vertical structure of tubuicnce during the formation and evolution of slablc boundary Iryet,
and the interaction of phenomena affecting the turbulmx under diffmnt hetetogeneous s u r f h ~

by using the combinations of in situ, remote sensing technology and modeling capability. Further
several field experiments are conductcd in recent yews for bctter chara-tion

and d c l l i n g

of the transitions, CASES37 (Poulos et al., 2002), Phoenix evening TRANSition FLOW
Experiment (TRANSFLEX; Fernando el al., 2013), BLLAST (Lu~honel al., 2014),
1.5.1. P a t Investigations on ABL over India

Over the Indian domain, ABL sludies ate relatively sparse. Most of the available
literature on ABL is based on a few field cxperimcnts in the laat 5 d&.

Intemtional Indian
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Ocean Expedition (IlOE) w u the first field cxpcrimcnt carried out in 1960's
@ttp:l/www.incois.gov.in/portaUiioe/aboutus.jsp) over thc Indian domain followed by IndoSoviet Monsoon Experiment (ISMEX) in 1973 (Pant, 1978). Both attempted to fill the gap in
the existing knowledge on the marine ABL, in particular, thc kinematic and thermodynamic
struchlre of lower part of ABL over oceanic regions, such as Indian Ocean, Anbinn Scr and Bay
of Bengal. Under Indo-Soviet collaboration program, two monsoon cxpctiments, namely 1)
MONSOON-77 in 1977 (Mohanp and Dm, IYllQ, 2) MONsoon EXpcrimcnr (MONEX) in
1979 (Sethuraman el al., 1980), havc bccn conducted for understanding ABL foatwca in two
phases of monsoon (winter, summer). Another major field campaign has hconducted in the
monsoon trough region, MONsoon Trough Boundary Layer EXpcriment (MONTBLEX), in
1990 (Goel and Srivastava, 1990; Parusnis, 1991; Sirvramakrishnun et al., 1992; Kusuma et
al., 1991, 1995; Gera el al., 1996). Thc above studics invcstigatcd the diffcmces in ABL

features between the active and break phases of monsoon period. LAnd Surface Pmess
Experiment (LASPEX) (Pillai el a/., 1998; Nagar et nl., 2001; M~mhyct a/., 2004) during
1997-98 at Sabannati basin of Gujarat covering different seasons provided the verticrl thermal
and wind structure in ABL with the help of sondc and towcr observations. Further, the
thermodynamic structure as well as its time evolution is cxplorcd in the Bay Of Bengal Monsoon
Experiment (BOBMEX;Bhat el al., 2001), conducted during July-August 1999. It also revealed
the vertical stability (Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) and Convcctivc INhibition
(CIN)) of the atmosphere in different phases of the monsoon.

In addition to the above major field campaigns, a few researchera utilized the routine
observations and also conducted small field experiments to understand tho ABL chuactsrimtics.
For instance, the characteristics of turbulent fluxes at the surface (Sivaramakrbhnanet al., 1992;
Verneker, 1995; Chatterjee et a/., 1996; Kusuma et al., 19960; Sadani and Murthy, 1996;
Vishwanathamand Satyanarayana, 1996; Nagar a al., 2002; Dharmara] el a/., 2009; AlqppaUu
et al,, 2009; Chowdhuri et a/., 2014), the thcnnal and wind structure of the

ABL nnd its

kinematic characteristics (Raman al., 1990; Parasnb and Goyal, 1990; Pradhan ct al., 1996;
Kusuma, et al,, 1996b; Rajkumar, 1996; Potty el al., 2001; Ramana el al,, 2001; Dhannotaj el
al., 2006; Ruchith et a/., 2014a; 20146; 2014~)and vertical sbucture of the Ruxea (heat,

moisture and momentum) (Kuswna el al., 19966; Gopalkishnan et al,, 1998; Sathyonarayanu et
al., 2000; Mohanty el al., 2003). A few rescarchefs focused on the chrraderistics of coadal U)L

(Colacino el al., 1982; Ruo and Mttnh.~,2001: Gem el a/.. 2001; Subdamanyom el a/., 2003;
Sam el al., 2007; Alappurru er al., 2008: Sandhjur el a/., 2011). Rrrha,the characteristics of LLJ

(occurrence, cvolution, peak and the role of surface BL) arc cxamined with tho help of sonde and
remote sensing measurements (Sam and Murhp, 2002; Joscph and Sijihmar, 2004; h b h a et
a/., 2008; Murthy et al., 2013; Sandhju et al., 2014; Ruchith eta/., 2 0 1 4 ~2014b).
~
A few studia

explored the role of ABL on aerosol distribution (Parameswlarun rt a/., 1997, 20010, 20016;
Pandi~hurai et al., 2008; Pu~ilel ab, 2014), variation of ABL during the passage of

cyclonc/thundcrstom~s(Dtshpandc and Ruj, 2009; Murlhy el al., 2011; Babu and Japbhhnnn,
2014), effect of eclipse in modulating the ABL characteristics (Sctht~mmanet a/., 1990;
Strhra~ttunyarnel al., 2011; Jqakrishnan era/., 2013).

At National Atmospheric Rescarch Laboratory, Ciadanki, a major cxpctimcntal facility in
India, tlic characteristics of ABL havc bccn studicd in dctail using both in situ and rclirote
sensing techniques. Krishrro Rcddy era/. (2002) studied the diurnal cvolution of ABL in different
seasons with good temporal (10 min) and vertical resolutions (1 50 m). Krishnan et al. (2UU3) and
Krishnan and K~tnhikrishnun(2004) studicd tllc seasonal variation of ARL height and ventilation

coefficient. They nded that the ventilation coefficient (VC) is strongly influend by wind speed
during the monsoon season, whercas in other seasons both ABL height and wind sped

determine the value of VC. Kishore and Jain (2006) noted that the evolution of BLH, determined
fiom vertical profiles of refractive index structure constant, is diffcrcnt in dilrercnt scasona and
can bc used to monitor the convective instability (Kishore and Jain, 2006). Futlhennorc,

utilizing the same wind profiler observations, Kalupurcddy et al. (2007) characterized l o diurnal
and seasonal features of the monsoon LU with a focus on the diurnal variability of low-level

winds. Das et 01. (2004) have shown that the trapped humidity layers, just above the ABL, urd
the Kelvin Helmholtz Instability (KIII) are important for UHF radar backscattering. The
characteristics of LU, like the occurrcncc, frequency, amplitude, etc,, have been by Rajaraman
et al. (2011). Further, Basha and Ralnam (2009) and Na~hel a/. (2010) detected BLH using

sonde and GPS RO observations and they found BLH is higher during the prc-monsoon followed
by monsoon, post-monsoon and winter. Utilizing the OPS RO measurements, a robust method
was proposed to determine the BLH (Ratnam and Bmha, 2010). Further, Ratnam et al. (2010)
examined the effect of annular solar eclipse of 15 January 2010 on the lower ABL using a mite
of measurments. They noted a decrease in thermal plume kvel, a dip in the surfaw layer and
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subsidence dunng the peak time of eclipse. Shrawn r! ul. (2012) noted that two types of NBL
prevail over Ciadanki, a steady NBL and disturbed NBL in the sccond half of thc night. They are
attributed to differences in surface forcing and wind ficlds (turbulence), Mohan and Rao (IOII),
observed significant changes in tile BLH and othcr mctcorological variables (tcmpraturc,
humidity) between two contrasting spells of Indian summcr monsoon.
1.6. Scope of the thesis

Understanding of ABL processes and their variability remained an active area of research
for scveral years through intense field campaigns and routine measurements. Earlier studies in
India have elucidated the vertical structure and evolution of ABL over different surfaces (ocoan,
land, etc.) and advanced our understanding on ABL proccsscs to a p a t extent. Ncverthelcss,
most of these studics wcrc carried out as part of nlonsoon experiments and thcrcforc confincd to
regions dominatcd by monsoonal rain, such as monsoon trough region, Bay of Bengal, Arabian
Sea, etc. Moreover, these studies were mostly bas4 on limitcd (short-term) mcasurcmcnta made
during intense campaigns. Further, most of these studies wcrc carried out in isolation by focusing
either on ABL variability near the surface using meteorological tower observations or on
variability aloft using remote sensing devices. None of the abovc studics characterized the ABL
parameters (winds, BLH, turbulence, etc.), processes and their variabilities in detail due to the
lack of suitable observations (continuous measurements at h c surface and aloft). Therefon,
several key research problems on the variability of ABL remain unexplod,
It is not clear how the ABL, porlicularly the height and evolution, varies with diffksing soil
conditions and circulation patterns. nest diffkng conditions within a season prevail during

the summer monsoon season, in which the rainfall o m in quasi-periodic p u h (known as
active spelldwet episodes) separated by lulls (knownas break spellddryepisodes).
e

The day-time highly convective and night-time stable ABL have been d i e d qtansively.
Nevmheless, studies on the behaviour of ABL during the transitions (stobla to Wbulart
during the morning and from turbulent to &lc during the evening) pn limited and mostly
confined to mid-latitudes. The basic properties of transition, likc how and when the transition
starts,

how long it persists, which scaling laws would work, dc., arc also not known

precisely.

The nocturnal boundary layer is known to bc stable wit11 cwional weak and sporadic
turbulence due to dynamic instability or density amcnt, It is known frwn earlier sh~dicsin
mid-latit~desthat meso-sale cimulations could trigger turbu1~'ncoaround the s m t . Do such
turbulence cpisoda exid in the tqics'? If so, what is Ihc natun: and soum of such
turb~lcn~'?
Aparl froni surface forcing, the BLlI ol~dits evolution dcpards on several factors, like mcsoscale circulations (landlsca breem and vallcylslopc winds) nnd entrainment from thc top of
ABL, etc. One would, the~fotc.expect tllc charectcristics of coastal ABL diflcrcnt front that

of an inland ABL. Nevertheless, a comprehensive study describing the variability of ABL
and its state variables from coast to inland has not bccn studied due lo lack of suitablc
mcasurcrnents.
Thcrcfore, the aim of the thesis is to charactcrizc the above mentioned variabilities of
ABL (like, active to break spells, during cvcning transitions, episodes of turbulcncc in NBL and
inland to coastal) and to understand the physical proccsscs responsible for such variability. To
address these issues, an integrated approach has bcen followed, wllcrcin a suite of in situ and
remote sensing instruments available at National Atmospheric Ktscarch Laboratory (NARL),
Gadanki (13.45' N, 79.18' E, 360 m a.s.1.) and lndira Gandhi C c n k for Atomic Research,
Kalpakkam (12.30" N, 80.10" E, 5 m a.s.1.) have bccn employed, These data sets arc augmented
by gridded data sets of rainfall from India Meteorological Dcpartmcnt (IMD) md Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM-3B42) and meteorological fields from European Centre for
Medium range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) and National Center for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP)- National Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis,
The difTerence and similarities in ABL characteristics (evolution of ABL, height of ABL,
winds, turbulence) between two contrasting episodes of Indian summer monsoon have been
studied in Chapter 3 using a comprehensive data set covering 3 yesrs of mcasumnenb 01 the
surface and aloft. In parlicular, this study tried to address the following issues.
1. Does the evolution of ABL is same in wd and dry cpisodaof the monm? If not, which
physical mcchanisdpamneter is rcsponsible for the observed variations?
2.

Does LW change either in magniadc or hcigh! in diZfWspclls of the monsoon? How the
amplitude of the d i d cycle of LLJ change b e e n diffkcnt spells of the monsoon?
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The transitory nature of the ABL a few hours k f o n and after the time of sunset over
Gadanki has been presented in Chapter 4. This study addresses the following ftndamcntal and
important issues related to the aflernoon transition.
1. Which state variable first identifies AT?

2. Which variable best identifies it?
3. Does the start time of AT exhibits any seasonal vnriation'?
4, Docs the start timc of AT shows any vcrtical variation'? If so, which physical mechanism

is responsible Cor the obscrvcd height variation in thc start time of transition?
The anomalous bchaviour of turbulence during the post-sunsct period (referred to as PST)

has bccn studied at G a d d i in Chapta 5. This study 6 c s to answer rcvml questions on thic
intriguing problcni.
1. How often turbulence episodes (enhanced turbulcncc) occur during NBL? Does

PST

occurs at all altitudes within the ABL or has any prcfcrcntial height($)?
2. At what time, the PST slarls and how long il persists? Docs it cxhibit any seasonal
dependency?
3, What is the sourcc for dw observed PST?

The similarities and dissimilarities in ABL charactcristics (cvolution, height of ABL,
transitions, and turbulence) between an inland rcgiotl (Gadanki -90 km away from tho coast line)
and a coastal region (Kalpakkam -5 km away from thc coast linc) havc bccn sludicd extensively
in Chapter 6. This chapter tries to answer Ihe following qucstions.
1. How different is the cvolution of ABL over the two observational sites (land and

coastal)? What are the physical mechanisms lhal alter the evolution at these two sila?
2. How different are afternoon transitions in the coastal region fnnn in an inland region?

3. What is the impact of sea-bmze circulation on the observed ABL characterirtics over a
coastal legion?
4. Does PST occur over a coastal station? If so, how different it is from that of over an
inland station?
Chapter 7 summarizes all important findings from the present study. It also posa new scientific
problems emanated from this work for future resemh.
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